In the deregulated economy, the maximum load forecasting is important for the electric industry. Many applications are included such as the energy generation and purchasing. The aim of the present study is to find the most suitable models for the peak load of the Kingdom of Bahrain. Many mathematical methods have been developing for maximum load forecasting. In the present paper, the modeling of the maximum load, population and GDP (gross domestic product) versus years obtained. The curve fitting technique used to find that models, where Graph 4.4.2 as a tool used to find the models. As well, Neuro-Fuzzy used to find the three models. Therefore, three techniques are used. These three are exponential, linear modeling and Neuro-Fuzzy. It is found that, the Neuro-Fuzzy is the most suitable and realistic one. Then, the linear modeling is the next suitable one.
Introduction


As it is well known, the load forecasts divided into three categories. These types are the short-term forecasts are for a period of one hour to one week, medium forecasts for period of a week to a year, and the third type is the long-term forecasts, which are longer than a year. Most load forecast methods use statistical techniques or artificial intelligence algorithms such as neural networks, fuzzy logic and expert systems.
Load forecasting helps an electric utility in making important decisions including as mentioned earlier such as decisions on purchasing and generating electric power. Also, more decisions are load switching, area planning and development. Demand for electric power typically depends on several conditions such as GDP (gross domestic product) and
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considering maximum electric load of Kingdom of Bahrain over a period of five years. Monte Carlo method used, where its basic variables are presented and discussed from the standard deviation and reserve point of view. The results compared on a weekly and yearly basis. Almeshaiei, et al. [2] in their study, a pragmatic methodology was used as a guide to construct electric power load forecasting models. The methodology they used based on decomposition and segmentation of the load time series. In their study, real data for Kuwait were used. Finally, they obtained the results, which helped in getting the forecast load for future. Qamber [3] in his study, derived a number of models to estimate the electrical demand for future load in Kingdom of Bahrain. The models derived in away describing the electric power demand during summer period. Tawalbeh, et al. [4] in their study, presented a nonlinear method to estimate the consumed energy in distribution feeders. The proposed procedure uses the statistical solution algorithm to analyze the active energy monthly consumption, which enables one to estimate the energy consumption during any period of the year. The effective of the proposed method is demonstrated by comparing the simulated results with that of real measured data. Qamber [5] in his study, proposes the impact of the air temperature on electricity demand as expected. The study concentrated on the period through the years 2009 until 2012. The results obtained using the curve fitting technique. In the study, it is concentrated on the lower, average and maximum loads. Three scenarios carried out and their models obtained. Ryu, et al. [6] in their study, which carried out on the base of Super Grade Hotels that have high-energy consumption per unit area cause a massive amount of load. The study is concentrated on analyzing the energy consumption by using electricity load data. The study carried out to reduce the amount of electricity and peak load through the management and energy efficiency improvement of the large hotels. Koo, et al. [7] in their study performed short-term electric load forecasting using three methods and compared each result. The authors used K-means and k-NN (k-nearest neighbors algorithm) to eliminate error from calendar based classification before making a forecasting model. The authors compared three methods such as artificial neural networks, SES (simple exponential smoothing) and GMDH (group method of data handling). Upshaw, et al. [8] in their article discuss the development of a model for evaluating peak load reduction and change in overall energy consumption for a residential air conditioning compressor with and without condenser-side thermal storage. The model used simulated cooling load data for a typical home in Austin (Texas) based on summer 2011. System performance varied depending on weather data. Kot, et al. in their paper [9] review maximum power point tracking algorithms dedicated for small wind turbines. Three algorithms used are discussed. Two of them are based on turbine static parameters, where the third one iteratively searches for optimum operating point and it does not require prior knowledge of the turbine. Barzin, et al. [10] in their article, present an analysis of a price-based control system in conjunction with energy storage using phase change materials for two applications. Their results showed the importance of selecting a suitable price constraint to examine the benefits.
Annual Peak Load Demand
The available historical data for the period 2003 until the year 2014 helped the present study to carried out for estimated values. The factors mentioned in the previous section used to form the models, which help to estimate the annual maximum load for Kingdom of Bahrain. These factors summarized as follows:
 the population;  the GDP;  the years (time). The first two factors depend on the behavior of the human. These factors vary from country to country. Back again to the third factor, this factor depends on the load itself. The last factor depends on the power system of the Kingdom of Bahrain.
By collecting and analyzing more electric load demand information, this will help the improvement the knowledge of loads in electric power systems.
The load modeling and forecasting based on several factors influencing the load demand. Some factors are:  time factors: time of the day, day of the week and time of the year;  climate factors: temperature, humidity, etc.;  previous load values;  load curve patters. The power trading and the EEM (electrical energy management) topics introduced in Kingdom of Bahrain, because it reached a specific concern due to its contribution to economic development and environmental advancement. The power trading and EEM have a logical outcome and the planning of varieties of initiatives that deployed to reduce energy and fuel consumptions. Power trading can be used to reduce the cost of the unit energy which used by the consumer and run the system base on the economic reason.
The EEM is used when there is a growing demand where the demand load expected to be more than the generation, also it is used when there is a shortage in resources "fuel, finance, or energy". EEM can be used on the demand side to reduce the cost of purchasing electric energy.
There are several types of load management techniques [11] . The EEM will be used in the planning and implementing of the power trading activities to supply peak load demand. The objective of EEM is to influence Bahrain to pre-plan their electricity generation in consideration to achieve peak demand in most economical basis. A typical load curve for typical electricity grid is shown in Fig. 1. 
Annual Peak Load Modeling
While it is important to determine the estimated peak load based on the actual values for Kingdom of High summer demand day High winter demand day x: the year. In the present paper, the model created tested for with actual data available to examine the model and find wither its forecasted values are acceptable or not.
After that, the model will be used to forecast the maximum power for the next ten years. Expected error for the forecasted period is the same error percentage found for the previous period. This paper presents acceptable predicators result values. It is clear that, the model in the present paper was used to predict the peak load for two periods. The first period is the actual peak load period (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) , while the second period is the estimated peak load period (2015-2025). Table 3 illustrates the actual values of the maximum loads and the date of occurrence through the years 2009 till 2014. The prediction of the peak load is helping to measure progress in planning and management activities for future. The data used in this study were for several years of the demand loads in the Kingdom of Bahrain. The models obtained are simple in term of equation used to calculate the estimated peak loads. 
Annual Number of Population Modeling
It is important to obtain the population of Kingdom of Bahrain based on the actual values for the period 2003-2014. For this purpose, it is necessarily to find the suitable package for that aim which is Graph 4.4. Table 5. population (x) = (5.2979177 × 10 -37 ) × 1.0496942
where:
population (x): the estimated population as a function of year (x):
x: the year. In the present article, it is presented the results which appear to be strong predicators of implementation progress. It is clear that, the model is used to in the present paper to predict the future population for two periods. The first period is the actual population statistics period (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) , while the second period is the estimated population of Kingdom of Bahrain period (2015) (2016) (2017) (2018) (2019) (2020) (2021) (2022) (2023) (2024) (2025) .
The prediction of the population is helping to measure progress in planning and management activities for future.
Annual GDP Values Modeling
The GDP is the primary indicator factor to measure the health of a country's economy. This indictor represents the total BD (Bahraini Dinars) value of Fig. 6 and listed in Table 6 . The same Fig. 7 and listed in Table 7. GDP (x) = (1.3011731 × 10 -84 ) × (1.1026447 x ) (5) GDP (x) = (2.0979371x) -4,190.2258 (6) where:
GDP (x): the estimated GDP value as a function of year (x):
x: the year.
In the present paper, it presents the results, which appear to be strong predicators of implementation The prediction of the GDP is helping to measure progress in planning and management activities for future. The GDP represents the economic production and growth, which has a large impact on nearly everyone within that economy. A significant change in GDP usually has a significant effect on the stock market whether up or down.
Minimum, Average and Maximum Percentages
Earlier, the modeling of the annual maximum load, population and GDP carried out and obtained using the Graph 4.4.2. Both the exponential and linear models had obtained. As a summary of the results which shown earlier can be summarized in Tables 8 and 9 . Table 8 shows the results for the exponential modeling and Table 9 illustrates the results of the linear modeling. By comparing the results obtained and listed in both Tables 8 and 9 , it is clear that, the percentage error for the three variables (population, peak load and GDP), is less in linear modeling than that of the exponential modeling, which means it was 
Neuro-Fuzzy Technique
The Neuro-Fuzzy systems are combination of advantages of the neural networks and fuzzy logic. It was noted that, neural networks have two main benefits. First, they are capable of learning non-linear mappings of numerical data. Second, they perform parallel computation. However, the operation of neural networks has also many weaknesses. Therefore, it is very hard to understand the meaning of weights, and the incorporation of prior knowledge into the system which is usually impossible. Fuzzy logic uses human understandable linguistic terms to express the knowledge of the system. This makes a possible close interaction between the system and human operator, which is a very desirable property.
Therefore, the aim of Neuro-Fuzzy systems is to combine collectively the benefits of both approaches.
Simply, the operation of the system is expressed as linguistic fuzzy expressions and learning schemes of neural networks that used to learn the system. In addition, Neuro-Fuzzy systems allow incorporation of both numerical and linguistic data into the system.
The Neuro-Fuzzy system is also capable of extracting fuzzy knowledge from numerical data.
The general model for the Neuro-Fuzzy system is shown in Fig. 8 which illustrates the five-layer connection for two inputs and one output. These five layers represent the Neuro-Fuzzy model, which is used to represent the population, GDP and years models are used to generate Bahrain peak load demand [12] .
The operation of this system can be described layer by layer as follows: where, x is a fuzzy set, c c is its center and σ c is its width. (if-part) . Usually, the minimum or the dot product is used as intersection AND. The union OR is usually done using maximum operation. In our example case the firing strengths α i of the fuzzy rules are computed according to: Newton algorithm is the popular truncated approach to find a step size and direction in weight space that drives a cost function towards its minimum. Using Taylor's expansion the cost function J N (w) can be locally approximated by the quadratic function Jang, et al. [12] :
where, Δw is the weight vector update.
The new Neuro-Fuzzy weight update vector can be found by minimization of Eq. (13). Differentiating that function with respect to w, and setting the result to zero will minimize Eq. (13): The fuzzy reasoning rules can be divided into four main types. For simplicity, only the two-input single-output model of the Neuro-Fuzzy system is now presented. Four types of the fuzzy rules can be described as follows:
IF The fuzzy output variable y defined separately for each rule. In the first rule, the consequence of the rule is fuzzy set B, while the second rule uses a singleton. The consequence of third rule is a function of the input variable. The antecedent part of the fourth rule uses the reference values a j, i , when the firing strength of the rule is computed by measuring the distance between the inputs and the references.
However, the operation of neural networks has also many weaknesses. For instance, in the popular multi-layer perception network the knowledge of the system distributed into the whole network as synaptic weights. Therefore, it is very hard to understand the meaning of weights, and the incorporation of prior knowledge into the system is usually impossible.
Fuzzy logic uses human understandable linguistic terms to express the knowledge of the system. This makes possible a close interaction between the system and human operator, which is very desirable property. Therefore, the aim of Neuro-Fuzzy systems is to combine collectively the benefits of both approaches. Simply, the operation of the system expressed as linguistic fuzzy expressions and learning schemes of neural networks used to learn the system.
In addition, Neuro-Fuzzy systems allow incorporation of both numerical and linguistic data into the system. The Neuro-Fuzzy system is also capable of extracting fuzzy knowledge from numerical data. The Neuro-Fuzzy systems divided into two main groups, the neural fuzzy inference systems and fuzzy neural networks. Learning the mapping of maximum power point data to inverter frequency leads to the formulation of an approximation problem. Fig. 12 Surface representation for the knowledged learned using adaptive Neuro Fuzzy inference system to represent the relation between GDP and P max .
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Discussion
It is necessary to investigate the properties of electricity maximum loads for the Kingdom of Bahrain. The yearly energy consumption at Bahrain during summer is increasing in the rate of 6% averagely, where it increases in certain years due to development in the country. The electricity demands increased instantaneously with time. Electricity is used for various purposes. It consumed at residential, industrial, agricultural and commercial sectors. Limited research studies on maximum load estimation of Bahrain reveal more exploration and investigation regarding theoretical and experimental framework. The historical data of the maximum loads of the Kingdom of Bahrain are illustrated in the previous sections. Bahrain network is connected to the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) countries (regional electric grid). Rising electricity demand indicates from the available data. The derived models can estimate the peak loads for the coming years. The models are used by anyone with a basic understanding of electric sector or even with no basic understanding. The moderate growth in the peak load is attributed to moderate economic growth over the time period of study which impacted both energy and peak load demand.
Conclusions
Two techniques are used in the present study to estimate the maximum loads, population and GDP for Finally, using most suitable modeling for the three estimated models, which are the annual peak load, population and GDP are found. These models are so close to the real values.
